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  1. When was figure skating included in the Olympics?

1908

1928

1912

2. What is the international governing body for competitive ice skating disciplines?

International Skating Union (ISU)

International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF)

World Skating Federation (WSF)

3. What is the thickness of the blade of a figure skate?

About 4.7 mm

About 3.7 mm

About 5.7 mm

4. The curvature of figure skate's blade is referred to as the:

Rocker of the blade

Ring of the blade

Arc of the blade

5. Olympic-sized ice rinks have dimensions of:

45 m x 75 m

15 m x 45 m
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30 m x 60 m

6. Who was the partner of Oleg Alekseyevich Protopopov?

Alina Zagitova

Tessa Virtue

Ludmila Belousova

7. What is the name given to the form of group skating that is less structured than synchronized skating and
allows the use of props and theatrical costuming?

Special figures

Four skating

Theatre on Ice

8. Which figure skating jump is launched from the back outside edge and is landed on the opposite foot and
edge?

Loop jump

Euler jump

Salchow jump

9. Where was Ross Miner born?

Burlington, USA

Ceduna, Australia

Quesnel, Canada

10. Which country won two gold medals in figure skating at the 2018 Winter Olympics?

Germany

Japan

Canada
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Figure skating Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. When was figure skating included in the Olympics?
  1908
  2. What is the international governing body for competitive ice skating disciplines?
  International Skating Union (ISU)
  3. What is the thickness of the blade of a figure skate?
  About 4.7 mm
  4. The curvature of figure skate's blade is referred to as the:
  Rocker of the blade
  5. Olympic-sized ice rinks have dimensions of:
  30 m x 60 m
  6. Who was the partner of Oleg Alekseyevich Protopopov?
  Ludmila Belousova
  7. What is the name given to the form of group skating that is less structured than synchronized
skating and allows the use of props and theatrical costuming?
  Theatre on Ice
  8. Which figure skating jump is launched from the back outside edge and is landed on the opposite
foot and edge?
  Euler jump
  9. Where was Ross Miner born?
  Burlington, USA
  10. Which country won two gold medals in figure skating at the 2018 Winter Olympics?
  Canada
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